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Visitors welcome! 

TORONTO FIELD NATURALISTS' CLUB NEWSLETTER 

NOVEMBER MEETING Visitors welcome! 

Monday, November 1, 1965, at 8:15 p.m. 
at the 

ROYAL ONTARIO MUSEUM 

Speaker: ARIO GATTI 

Subject: AN UNDERWATER VIEW (Illustrated) 

"Life under water may be stark and demanding, but is possessed of a beauty 
that transcends normal comparisons." 

Our speaker, who is an experienced underwater naturalist and scuba diver, spent twelve 
consecutive months observing and photographing some fishes and other forms of life in 
their natural environment--our lakes and streams. 

IN THE 
RarUNDA 

- Club History: A 32-page booklet containing the history of the TFNC, 
and its constitution, is now available. Price 50¢. 

- FON Christmas Cards: At the November meeting be sure to pick up your 
supply of beautiful FON Christmas cards, This year's design shows a 
pair of cardinals skilfully painted for the FON by Glen Loates. 
Price $1.50 doz. Other designs available at reasonable prices. 

- Four Recent ROM Publications: Price 40¢ per copy. Titles are: 
1. The Niagara Escarpment - Walter M. Tovell 
2. Fossils in Ontario - R. R. H. Lemon 
3. Dinosaurs of Canada - w. E. Swinton 
4. The Mastodon - L. s. Russell 

- "Bird Watching By Radar Across Canada11 : Tickets will be available for the 
world premiere of this film-lecture by Dr. Wm. W. H. Gunn. Adults $1.25; 
children 50¢. This important event will be presented by the South Peel 
Naturalists' Club at Port Credit Secondary School (Mineola Road East) on 
Wednesday, November 10th, at 8:15 p.m. 

- oOo -

FEES ARE NOW OVERDUE! Members who have not yet renewed their membership are urged to 
do so promptly, by mail or at the November meeting. Single membership, $4.00; family, 
$6.00; corresponding $2.00; student, $1.50 (please see announcement on the last page 
of this Newsletter). 

AUDUBON 
WILDLIFE 
:FILMS 

FON 
NATURE 
BOOKSHOP 
OPEN 
OCT. 30 

In spite of extensive promotion and extra newspaper advertising, sales of 
series tickets lagged alarmingly this year. This means that for each 
remaining lecture we will have over 300 seats to sell, The co•operation 
of every TFNC member is requested in promoting these films in every way 
possible. Tickets for single lectures are $1.50, obtainable from Eaton 
Auditorium box office for 10 days prior to each lecture. Brochures will be 
mailed on request to the secretary (481-0260). 

With Christmas in mind, or simply for one's own enjoyment, a visit to the 
FON's Nature Bookshop is a rewarding experience. A large array of nature 
books, pictures, and recordings makes this Toronto's shopping centre for 
naturalists. Drop in to Suite 18A, 1262 Don Mills Rd., Don Mills, between 
9 a.m. and 2 p.m. on Saturday, October 30, or any weekday between 8 a.m. 
and 4;30 p.m., and browse around. 



BOTANY 
GROUP 
Thursday 
Nov. 18 
8:00 p.m. 
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Meet at Davisville School (just east of Mt. Pleasant Rd.) Speaker: 
Miss Margaret McGregor. Subject: "Nature by the Roadside" (illustrated). 
The Botany Group welcomes any TFNC member or friend interested in botany. 
No additional fees are required. · 

Secretary: Miss Edith Cosens (481-5013) 

BIRD STUDY The newly formed Bird Study Group will meet at St . James-Bond United Church, 
GROUP on the west side of Avenue Rd., two blocks north of Eglinton. This group is 
Monday for all TFNC members, beginners or advanced, who are interested in learning 
Nov. 15 more about birds. No additional fees required. 
8:00 p.m. Secretary: Mr. Gerry McKeating (293-8643) 

JUNIOR 
CLUB 
Saturday 
Nov. 6 
10:00 a.m. 

Sunday 
Nov. 7 
2:00 p.m. 

Saturday 
Nov. 13 
9:30 a.m. 

The Toronto Junior Field Naturalists' Club is for children from 8 to 16 years 
of age. A limited number of enrolments will be made at the November meeting, 
in the Museum theatre (fee $1.00). The theme of this meeting will be birds, 
and three films will be shown. 

Director: Mr. Robt. MacLellan (488-9346) 

-oOo

November Outings 

LAMBTON WOODS & JAMES GARDENS Leaders: Miss R. Gaymer - Birds 
Mr. Geo. Mark - Botany 

Meet at the parking lot of James Gardens, on Edenbridge Drive. 
Edenbridge Dr. crosses Royal York Rd. about half way between Dundas St. W. 
and Richview Side Road. James Gardens are between this intersection and 
the east end of Edenbridge Dr. at Scarlett Rd. 

TORONTO WATERFRONT - Birds Leader: Mr. Jas. L. Baillie 
Meet at the parking lot on the south side of Lakeshore Blvd. just west of 
the footbridge which crosses the Gardiner Expressway and Lakeshore Blvd. 
from the Sunnyside station (Roncesvalles & Q;ueen). Morning only. 

Saturday WILKET CREEK PARK - Botany Leader: Dr. Fletcher Sharp 
Nov. 20 Meet at the parking lot at the entrance on Leslie St. just north of 
10:00 a.m. Eglinton Ave. East. Morning only. 

Committee Chairman: Mr. Jack Gingrich (531-9701) 

-oOo-

A NarE to those of our members asking in the questionnaire for information on National 
and Provincial Parks in Canada: In 1963 the National and Provincial Parks Association 
of Canada was founded, as the outcome of growing concern across the nation for the 
protection and safety of our government parks. Full details about aims, membership and 
newsletter may be obtained from the National & Provincial Parks Association of Canada, 
43 Victoria St., Toronto 1. 

NATURAL 
SCIENCE 
COURSE 

The University Extension evening course on Natural Science had to be 
cancelled because of insufficient registration. However, if enough interest 
is shown at this time, plans may be made to present a short course starting 
in the New Year. Enquiries should be made to the Division of University 
Extension, 928-9343, now. 

President - Mr. R. F. Norman Secretary - Mrs. H. Robson, 
49 Craighurst Ave., 
Toronto 12 (481-0260) 
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Reincarnation--A True Story 

October 1965 

Well, here we are again. It seems only a few months since this tired old 
typewriter said goodbye to these pages after a one-year sentence as acting editor 
of the Newsletter. Now, it turns out, we should have said au revoir. 

Looking back, we note our last contribution to the Newsletter was actually 
four years ago, and in that time we have seen a lot of kingfishers go over the dam. 
We've been to Vancouver and Victoria, Moncton and Montana, Florida and Port Credit. 
Somebody once said that observing nature was an inexpensive hobby--all you need is 
a pair of binoculars. And--they should have added--a library of guidebooks, a 
station-wagon, camping equipment, a camera, and a thick wallet. But the rewards are 
great. In what other pastime would a earful of people drive 600 miles in a day and 
revel in ecstasy because, although they didn't see a Kirtland's warbler, they heard 
it sing'? 

A poet may take seven stanzas to describe an exotic scent or the tinkling 
trickle of a brook, but for the hard-to-explain puzzle, give me a butterfly-collector 
or birdwatcher any time. 

There is no doubt that when an astronaut finally lands on the moon, he will 
notice a two-legged creature with faded green jacket and soiled trousers, binoculars 
raised, looking for some new species for his moon list--or with a balscope set up 
watching night flying migrants crossing the earthbeam. From his pocket will protrude 
Peterson's Field Guide to the Birds of the Milky Way. At the astronaut's arrival, he 
will grumble that the moon is becoming over-populated and soon there will be no wild
life habitat left. He will plan his next vacation's birding trip to some more remote 
location, probably the Pleiades. 

As the writers say in their dedication paragraphs--to the intrepid naturalist, 
the botanist, the birdwatcher, the herpetologist, the astronomer, the hiker, the 
lepidopterist and the candlestickmaker--these pages are dedicated. 

G. Bennett, Acting Editor. 
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We wish to thank the authors of the following two items for permission to 
publish their writings in the Newsletter, and Miss Ruth Marshall and Mr, Jack Gingrich 
for bringing the items to our attention. 

Also we should mention that we welcome articles, news items, etc., from any and 
all members. Just send them in, either to the TFN's address or to G. Bennett, R.R. #2, 
Wn0dbridge, Ontario. 

XXX XXX 

••• HOW 
THE LAND OF OLD ONTARIO WAS MADE AS IT IS NOW 

by Lyman Chapman* 

The reason I assure you why this country is so nice 
Is that it once was buried under many feet of ice. 

XXX 

It snowed and snowed in Labrador, it piled up high and higher, 
The glacier then moved southward right to Southern Ohio. 
The evidence is plain to see in almost any field 
In the rounded granite boulders that came from on the Shield. 

It wasn't just a simple thing, uninteresting and dreary, 
There was one lobe in Lake Huron, another in Lake Erie. 
The ice was thinnest in between above the Dundalk Highland 
And as the glacier melted this land showed up an island; 
The glacial lobes first split apart up near to Orangeville, 
The spot is marked at present by a great big gravel hill. 

The deposits that the glacier left are called by funny names 
Lilce drumlins and eskers, and kettles and kames. 
The sediments in glacial lakes are known as varved clays, 
The strata are like annual rings for keeping track of days. 
I think of beaches on the shore where kids play in the sand 
But there are also ancient ones now many miles inland; 
The glacier would first recede and then advance again 
To bulldoze up a knobby ridge called terminal moraine. 

Now these moraines are useful to mark successive stages 
And geologists have lots of fun determining their ages. 
The series of these ridges, all littered up with boulders 
Surround the Dundalk upland, away out on the shoulders; 
The drainage rrom the melting ice flowed to the south and west 
And left a lot of gravels, considered now the best; 
The sands were carried further on in glacial lakes to drop 
And if you smoke tobacco this is where they grow the crop; 
The finer stuff like silt and clay was carried out beyond, 
The lowlands bordering the lakes was one great settling pond. 

Then north of Lake Ontario it happened once again: 
The two lobes split apart and built the Oak Ridges moraine; 
These sandhills tend to blow about in every little breeze, 
And maybe they should never have been cleared of all the trees. 
North and south of this moraine the land is highly prized -
The soils are full of limestone, and the plains are drumlinized. 

* Mr. Chapman, along with Dr. D. F. Putnam, is the author of Physiography 
of Southern Ontario (University of Toronto Press). 
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Two glacial lakes up on the slopes that were short-lived they feel 
Left varved clay at Schomberg and in Halton, York and Peel; 
Two long-lived lakes which these two tribes of Indians never saw 
Were named for the Algonquins and their foes the Iroquois. 

The glacier had receded now beyond the Thousand Islands 
Into the eastern counties where there are not any highlands; 
The final stages of retreat are simple as can be: 
The land was very much depressed, the ice front in the sea, 
With warmer weather here to stay the ice went on to thaw 
Until the glacier had withdrawn beyond the Ottawa. 

When once relieved of all that ice the land began to rise, 
The bottom of the Champlain Sea is now before your eyes, 
The till is mostly covered up while sand and clay prevails; 
Sea shells are scattered all about and even bones of whales; 
There are boulders on the surface due to action of the waves -
Why down there in Glengarry they can hardly dig their gravesl 

The land uncovered latest from the waters of the sea 
Was naturally the lowest of the ottawa valley; 
The sand beds east of ottawa were deposited in the bay, 
Brought down there by the river from up Petawawa way; 
The channels cutting through these sands into the clay below 
Show that the ottawa at first did not know where to go; 
In the channels it abandoned the sphagnum mosses grew 
Resulting in the peat bogs at Alfred and Mer Bleue. 

And that completes the story that has tried to tell you how 
The land of old Ontario was made as it is now. 

XX X XX X 

* A Surfeit of Lampreys 

by R. W. McCauley 

XXX 

The sea lamprey would seem to be a rare animal in the Great Lakes. The 
average citizen has probably never seen one alive. This rarity is deceptive for the 
population of this predator is large enough to have ruined the commercial fisheries 
of the Upper Great Lakes. It has an expensive taste in fish and its feeding habits 
are rather extravagant. It seems to favour the commercially valuable lake trout and 
feasts wastefully upon its prey by sucking blood and body fluids. Although the fish 
is deprived of only a small fraction of its body weight, this fraction is vital and 
its loss may result in the death of the fish. A relatively large number of fish is 
required to grow a quarter-pound lamprey on such a liquid diet. 

The lamprey is well provided by nature to puncture the body of a fish and 
extract blood and body juices. Unlike a true fish, it has no jaws for grabbing and 
biting. In their place is a tooth-studded funnel which serves as a suction cup to 
secure the lamprey to its slippery prey. Once firmly attached to the unwilling host, 
the lamprey rasps through the body wall with the aid of its tooth-studded tongue, 
conveniently situated in the centre of the oral funnel. The duration of feeding 
depends on a number of things including the size of the fish, the appetite of the 

*Reprinted from Ontario Fish and Wildlife Review, Vol. 2, No. 4, Winter 1963. 
Dr. McCauley, who led our search for lampreys at Duffin's Creek last May, works at 
the SouthernResearch Station of the Ontario Department of Lands and Forests, at Maple 
Ontario. 
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lamprey and the size of the lamprey. It is often caught in the act of feeding by 
fishermen when removing fish from their nets. In localities where populations of 
lamprey are relatively dense, they often are found attached to boats and floating 
objects. 

Lamprey may be seen in large numbers in the spring of the year, ascending 
rivers and streams on the way to their spawning grounds. After a month or so in the 
stream, male and female pair off and construct "nests" in gravel by rearranging the 
stones on the creek bed to form circular depressions about one or two feet in 
diameter. During spawning, upwards of 60,000 eggs are deposited between the stones 
of the nest. Probably only a small portion of these will hatch. 

The young lamprey which emerge, known as ammocoetes or larvae, leave the nest 
after several days and burrow into the soft bottom of the stream bed. For the next 
four or five years (again, the time involved is not certain), they lead an existence 
completely different to that of the rapacious adult. In fact, the larval period of 
the lamprey's life might be considered the "Dr. Jekyll" phase of its Jekyll and Hyde 
existence, During its life in the mud of the stream bottom, it is blind and feeds 
inoffensively on microscopic organisms which it strains from the water. On occasions, 
it leaves the safety of its burrow to seek better feeding grounds and at this time 
presents a tempting morsel to hungry stream fishes. 

After five years or so of such a secretive existence, the larva manages to 
reach the size and thickness of a seven-inch lead pencil, At this time, dramatic 
changes occur, reminiscent of the effects of the potion on Stevenson's benevolent 
Dr. Jekyll. The flabby, horseshoe-shaped mouth is replaced by the toothed, oral 
funnel containing the wicked, rasping tongue. Well formed eyes appear in the head, 
and the lamprey assumes the dark dorsal surface and silver belly befitting a fish of 
the open water. After this metamorphosis, it leaves the mud for the last time and 
migrates into the open lake in search of food more nourishing than microscopic 
organisms. After one to one and a half years of dining on fish body fluids, the 
lamprey reaches full adult length which in the Great Lakes is, on the average, sixteen 
inches. With the coming of spring, the adults again migrate into the streams to spawn, 
thus completing their life cycle. 

Some of the close relatives of the sea lamprey have abandoned the predaceous 
adult life so destructive of fish. The American brook lamprey, for example, whose 
larvae are almost indistinguishable from those of the sea lamprey, undergoes meta
morphosis and develops eyes and a tooth-studded oral funnel. This equipment is not 
used, however, to attack fish but rather as a means of attachment to stones in the 
stream. Such harmless species do not feed during adult existence but draw upon fat 
stored during larval existence. For this reason, the sexually mature, non-parasitic 
adults are pygmies compared to the adults of the parasitic forms. 

The present over-abundance of sea lamprey in the Great Lakes has been caused 
by the invasion in recent times of the land-locked lamprey of Lake Ontario into the 
four upper lakes . Originally, the land-locked sea lamprey was confined to Lake 
Ontario but the by-passing of Niagara Falls by the Welland canal system permitted 
them entry to Lake Erie. Once established in Lake Erie, the way to further 
colonization of the virgin waters of the Upper Great Lakes became a matter of time. 
The first specimen in Lake Erie was collected in 1921, but it was not until the 
Forties that the effects on the populations of fish in the Upper Great Lakes were felt. 

The need to eradicate or control the sea lamprey inspired research into its 
life history to find that link in the life cycle which could be attacked most easily 
and effectively. At first, this link seemed to be the spawning migration for at this 
time the adults are concentrated in the streams. By killing a female lamprey, some 
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60,000 eggs would be destroyed. Even if the lamprey were kept from their spawning 
grounds, the same effect would be achieved. Fortunately, only a small percentage of 
the streams flowing into the Upper Great Lakes seemed to be suitable for the spawning 
of lamprey, and a plan to block the migration of lamprey by electrical and mechanical 
barriers was set up. For several years, the number of lamprey caught in the barriers 
increased each year in spite of the control measures. It was apparent that enough 
lamprey reached the spawning grounds to maintain the population of lamprey in the 
lakes . 

Luckily, at the same time barriers were being constructed, chemicals were 
discovered which, when applied in a stream in low concentrations, kill the larvae 
without harming populations of game fish. These are called larvicides. A new type 
of control program was begun in streams containing larval lamprey with these 
selective larvicides. Some of the electrical barriers were kept in operation not as 
a means of control but rather as an indicator of the numbers of lamprey in the lake. 
At present, the harvest of spawning lamprey in the barriers has fallen to 14 per 
cent of the 1961 catch--an indication that the larvicide treatments are effective. 

The "surfeit of lampreys" in the Great Lakes is a problem peculiar to North 
America. In Europe and Asia, lamprey are prized as a delicacy and, indeed, in 
Europe it is a matter of concern that the lamprey fisheries are declining, 
presumably due to pollution of their breeding grounds. The lamprey of commerce in 
Europe is the river lamprey (Lampetra fluviatilis). This species, although 
parasitic on fish in the Baltic and North Sea, has no noticeable harmful effects on 
populations of commercial fish. The sea lamprey is also present in Europe but is 
so scarce that few serious lamprey fisheries exist. 

It has been suggested that fishing for the land-locked sea lamprey of the 
Great Lakes be encouraged as a means to control its numbers. Surely some use 
could be found, the argument runs, for this fish-like creature which has fed on the 
finest of fish food. Actually, sea lamprey are fished in Ontario and command a 
good price on the Toronto market. So far, the market (supplied by one lamprey 
fisherman ) is not satiated. However, only a few of the tributary streams of the 
Great Lakes support lamprey runs large enough to make fishing economically 
profitable. The great majority of streams in which fishing would be unprofitable 
could, however, supply enough larvae to maintain a large population of adults in 
the lake. 

The sea lamprey will probably be always with us since it has displayed an 
unusual adaptability in invading new habitats. It is to be hoped that the control 
measures developed by man and the checks provided by nature will keep the lamprey 
population at a low level and that the lamprey's share of fish will be insignificant 
in the future. 

References 

Sterla, G. 1962. "Die Neunaugen," Handbuch der Binnenfischerel Mitteleuropas. 
E. Schweitzerbart'sche Verlagsbuchhandlung, Stuttgart. 

Kennedy, W. A. 1962. Circular No. 5, London Biological Station of the Fisheries 
Research Board of Canada. 

XXX XX X XXX 

Dissa and Data 

Grindelia squarrosa 

Several years ago, in the Humber Valley just north of New Woodbine Racetrack, 
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we found a species of flower, a composite, which we had never known before. There 
was a profuse stend dominating a sidehill. The flowers were a pale yellow shade; 
the plant grew about a foot high, with a spherical lump, resembling a gall, just 
under the florescence. The stem and foliage were very sticky to touch. We 
identified it as Grindelia squarrosa, known by the English names of gumplant or 
tarweed. It flowers in late summer. 

Each year we return to look for this plant and have found that it is dying 
out. This year we found only one flower. Possibly it is a stranger to our area 
which became established by accident and could not compete for survival. 

The only other record we have of this plant around Toronto is a small patch 
on the east side of Etobicoke Creek just south of Highway #401. 

We'd appreciate it if some of our botanist members could add some information 
regarding this flower's status in our area. 

Still Looking for Spruce Grouse 

We were delighted to hear from a reader who remembered our article in a 1962 
Newsletter describing our futile attempts to find a spruce grouse in Algonquin Park. 
This reader wants to know if we have kept trying and have we been successful? 

The answer is Yes and No. Yes, we have kept trying--and No, we haven't been 
successful. 

Over the years our trips to Algonquin now total 28, ranging from an hour to 
several days in length. 

We still hope to find one some day, along with a roe, a phoenix and a griffin. 

There isn't any moa. 

A Composite Winter List for Toronto 

The birder's winter season at Toronto is the period from Dec. 1 to Feb. 28. 
This period is officially recognized by the Royal Ontario Museum as "winter" in 
compiling bird records. 

This coming season we intend to compile a composite list of all species seen 
in the Toronto area by local naturalists. It would be appreciated if members would 
let us know what they have seen during this winter period. 

This composite list will appear in next April's Newsletter. 

XXX XXX XXX 

What's Around? 

by Slim Pickins 

Hi, folks. The old car froze up the other night and this is a pretty sure sign 
of winter. So you want to be sure you have a bird feeder in your yard ready for the 
cold weather. 

You can't beat a feeder for easy birdwatching. You sit inside having your 
breakfast watching cardinals and blue jays having theirs. You don't need anything 
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snazzy--just a ledge and some food. This 1 ll keep the birds happy. Of course, if 
you want to impress the neighbours you can buy one of the fancy ones that turns when 
the wind hits it and makes a loud squeak because you don1 t oil it. 

Even if you don't have a big yard you'll be sure to have birds, maybe just 
sparrows and pigeons but what's wrong with them? Some people get mad at the 
squirrels because they eat up the food which is only doing what comes naturally. 
Squirrels, sparrow or rare birds, Mary says what 1 s the difference, they all have a 
right to live. 

Maybe you 1ll get a flock of evening grosbeaks or purple finches that eat 
sunflower seeds a handful at a time. Last winter we had so many at our feeder it 
cost us so much for sunflower seed we had to cut down on our own groceries. Which 
was a good thing because I took off 12 pounds. 

Yours truly, 

Slim Pickins. 

(Ed. note: Thanks, Slim!) 

XX X XX X 

New Membership Category 

XXX 

In view of the present serious shortage of younger members in the Club, the 
Executive Council has introduced, as an experimental measure, a new class of 
membership for full-time students, setting the annual fee initially at $1.50. 

The result of this innovation will be reviewed by the Executive next spring. 
In the meantime an intensive effort is being made to publicize the Club among Metro 
high schools, technical and vocational schools, and the Universities. 

R. F. Norman, President. 




